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Wesley Loy

Things we’re
watching

We’re in riveting times when it comes to events in Washington, D.C.
Amid the seemingly endless political drama surrounding President Trump,
it’s important to keep an eye on legislation and regulatory changes that could
significantly affect commercial fishing.
As this issue of the magazine was heading to press, a number of interesting
developments were emerging out of Congress.
One concerns the fiscal year 2018 appropriations bill for the Department of
Commerce, which houses the National Marine Fisheries Service. The Senate bill
appears to include increased funding levels for such crucial operations as stock
assessments and surveys.
But what really catches my eye is language toward “a more streamlined process for buyback implementation and loans to better benefit Alaskan fisheries,”
according to an Aug. 1 press release from U.S. Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska.
A committee report on the bill elaborates a bit, offering the following:
Technical Drafting Assistance – The Committee understands that several members have requested NOAA to provide assistance in drafting language that would
authorize a more streamlined process for fishery buyback implementation and loans,
including for refinancing existing buyback loans, but the agency has failed to respond.
The Committee directs NOAA to respond to these congressional member requests and
supply language appropriate for technical drafting assistance within 45 days of the
enactment of this act.
This is certainly interesting stuff, but we’d like to know more. Specifically,
which fleets are pursing this language? We’ll try to bring you more details soon.
Another noteworthy piece of legislation concerns the West Coast Dungeness
crab fishery.
“The states of Washington, Oregon, and California cooperatively manage the
West Coast crab ﬁshery in federal waters under a tri-state agreement that Congress ﬁrst authorized in 1998,” said an Aug. 4 press release from U.S. Sen. Maria
Cantwell, D-Washington. “The act would make that authority permanent. The
agreement expired without a replacement in 2016.”
Having passed Congress, the crab measure was signed into law by the
president on Aug. 18.
The law will “help reintroduce much-needed stability to the industry, and
preserve a sustainable, science-based ﬁshery management program that keeps
ﬁshermen ﬁshing and crab stocks thriving,” Cantwell said.
A third bill also deserves mention – the Save Our Seas (SOS) Act, sponsored
by U.S. Sen. Dan Sullivan, R-Alaska, and colleagues. This would boost the government’s response to the crisis of trash and marine debris in the ocean and on
our shores.
“Alaska feels the brunt of this crisis with its extensive coastline,” Sullivan said.
The SOS Act passed the Senate unanimously and was headed to the House
for consideration.
   
Don’t miss it: We’re fortunate to have historian Anjuli Grantham writing her
Looking Back column for us each month.
In this issue, Grantham examines the sophisticated Tlingit salmon
management structure in Southeast Alaska at the dawn of industrialization. A
fascinating read. 
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COMMENTARY

BY CHRIS OLIVER

Successes and challenges for Magnuson-Stevens Act
Editor’s note: This commentary is adapted from the written testimony
of Chris Oliver, who in June took over as head of the National Marine
Fisheries Service. He submitted the testimony for an Aug. 1 hearing of
the Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Oceans, Atmosphere, Fisheries,
and Coast Guard.
Today, I will describe the agency’s work under the MagnusonStevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, which sets
forth standards for conservation, management, and sustainable use
of our nation’s fisheries resources.
Progress under Magnuson-Stevens
The Magnuson-Stevens Act provides the nation with a very successful fisheries management construct. U.S. fisheries are among
the world’s largest and most sustainable. For 40 years, MagnusonStevens has demonstrated that a dynamic science-based management process is fundamental for sustainably managing fisheries.
The goal of fisheries management is to achieve fisheries that are
environmentally, economically, and recreationally sustainable.
In partnership with the regional fishery management councils,
interstate fishery commissions, and our stakeholders, and driven by
the Magnuson-Stevens Act, the agency has effectively ended overfishing and is rebuilding domestic fish stocks. As of Dec. 31, 2016, 91
percent of stocks for which we have assessments are not subject to
overfishing, and 84 percent are not overfished. By preventing overfishing and rebuilding stocks, we are strengthening the value of fisheries to the economy and communities that depend on them, and also
ensuring a sustainable supply of seafood for the nation in the future.
Our most recent data show that after adjusting for inflation the
landed volume and the value of commercial U.S. wild-caught fisheries remained near record highs. U.S. commercial fishermen landed more than 9.7 billion pounds of seafood valued at $5.2 billion
in 2015. The seafood industry – harvesters, seafood processors
and dealers, seafood wholesalers and seafood retailers, including
imports and multiplier effects – generated an estimated $208 billion
in sales impacts and supported 1.6 million jobs in 2015, the most
recent year for which economic impact numbers are available.
Saltwater recreational fishing is among the nation’s favorite pastimes and is a major contributor to the U.S. economy at all levels.
Marine aquaculture production totaled 90 million pounds in 2014,
with the largest regional producer being the Atlantic, which represents almost 50 percent of the total value. Aquaculture production
has tremendous untapped potential, and under Secretary Ross’ direction NMFS will be working to expand aquaculture opportunities.
Marine fish and fisheries – such as tropical tunas in the Western
and Central Pacific, salmon in the Pacific Northwest, halibut and
groundfish in Alaska, cod in New England, and red snapper in the
Gulf of Mexico – are vital to the prosperity and cultural identity
of coastal communities in the United States. U.S. fisheries play an
enormous role in the U.S. economy. In Alaska, where I have lived
for the last 27 years, Dutch Harbor leads the nation for the 19th
consecutive year as the port with the highest volume of seafood
landed (787 million pounds valued at $218 million).
Around the country, commercial fishing supports fishermen, contributes to coastal communities and businesses, and provides Americans with a valuable source of local, sustainable, and healthy food.
Recreational and subsistence fishing provides food for many individuals, families, and communities; is an important family activity;
and is a critical economic driver of local and regional economies,
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as well as a major contributor to the national economy. Subsistence
and ceremonial fishing also provides an essential food source and
has deep cultural significance for indigenous peoples in the Pacific
Islands and Alaska and for many tribes on the West Coast.
The advancement of our science, management, and enforcement
tools has resulted in improved sustainability of fisheries and greater
stability for industry. The 2007 Magnuson-Stevens Act reauthorization provided more explicitly for market-based fishery management through Limited Access Privilege Programs, and addressed
the need to improve the science used to inform fisheries management. Limited Access Privilege Programs, while not appropriate
for all fisheries, are an important tool in our collective tool box,
and the current act allows for development of such programs to be
tailored to the specific needs of each fishery.
Under the Magnuson-Stevens Act, the United States has many other effective tools to apply in marine fisheries management. Yet, as we
look to the future, we must continue seeking opportunities to further
improve our management system. Our progress has not come without
costs, including reductions in near-term harvests for both commercial and recreational fisheries in some cases, and challenges remain.
Fishermen, fishing communities, and the councils have had to make
difficult decisions and absorb the near-term costs of conservation in
exchange for long-term economic and biological sustainability.
Flexibility and regional approach
The Magnuson-Stevens Act created broad goals for U.S. fisheries
management and a unique, highly participatory management
structure centered on the councils. Given my past work as executive
director of the North Pacific Fishery Management Council, I can
attest to the value of the regional fishery management council
system established through the Magnuson-Stevens Act. This
structure encourages a collaborative, “bottom up” process where
input and decisions about how to manage U.S. fisheries include
fishermen, other fishery stakeholders, affected states, tribal
governments, and the federal government.
The councils can choose from a variety of approaches and tools
to manage fish stocks and meet the mandates of the MagnusonStevens Act – e.g., catch limits, catch shares or other allocation
mechanisms, area closures for habitat or protected species considerations, and gear restrictions. These measures are submitted to the
secretary of commerce for approval and are implemented by NMFS.
Effects on fishing communities are central to many fishery management decisions.

The need to provide stable domestic fishing and processing jobs is
paramount to fulfilling one of the Magnuson-Stevens Act’s goals –
to provide the nation with sources of domestic seafood. This objective has even greater purpose now than when the act was passed,
as today U.S. consumers are seeking – more than ever – options for
healthy, safe, sustainable, and local seafood.
Under the standards set in the Magnuson-Stevens Act, the nation
has made great strides in maintaining more stocks at biologically sustainable levels, ending overfishing, rebuilding overfished
stocks, building a sustainable future for our fishing-dependent
communities, and providing more domestic options for U.S. seafood consumers in a market dominated by imports.

the most successfully managed fisheries in the world. In 2015, landings revenue totaled about $1.7 billion, a 32 percent increase from
2006 (a 25 percent increase in real terms after adjusting for inflation).
Remaining challenges
Amid these successes, some critical challenges remain. For example,
while our West Coast groundfish fisheries have rebuilt several important stocks, in recent years fishermen are leaving a substantial amount
of the available harvest of some groundfish species in the water, due to
regulatory or bycatch species constraints. We must find ways to maximize allowable harvests that are still protective of non-target species in
all of our fisheries. Solving difficult management issues will require us
to reexamine our own stock assessment and data collection systems,
which we are doing independent of Magnuson-Stevens Act reauthorization, and will require the close cooperation of the states, the regional
fisheries management councils, and all involved stakeholder groups.
Annual catch limits are a cornerstone of sustainable fisheries
management around the nation, but managing fisheries using
annual catch limits and accountability measures was a major
change and has been challenging in certain fisheries, particularly
recreational fisheries where total harvest data can be much more
difficult to collect and timely report than in most commercial
fisheries. This is particularly true where data is scarce, which is the
case for many of the stocks in the Pacific Islands Region and the
Caribbean, especially those species being fished in the coral reef
ecosystem. I believe there are opportunities to have it both ways –
to maximize our domestic harvest potential, without compromising
the long-term sustainability of the resources we manage.
Stock assessments provide the fundamental information necessary to successfully manage sustainable fisheries. Preservation and

Regional successes
There are many examples of what fishermen, scientists, and
managers can do by working together to bring back a resource that
once was in trouble.
Atlantic sea scallops provide one example of rebuilding success.
In the early 1990s, the abundance of Atlantic sea scallops was near
record lows and the fishing mortality rate was at a record high.
Fishery managers implemented a number of measures to allow the
stock to recover, including an innovative area management system. The stock was declared rebuilt in 2001. In real terms, gross
revenues in New England increased more than six-fold from $44
million in 1998 to $287 million in 2015, making New Bedford the
nation’s top port by value of landings since 2000.
In the Pacific Islands Region, NMFS, the Western Pacific Fishery
Management Council, the state of Hawaii, and fishing communities have ended overfishing of the Hawaiian archipelago’s deepwater bottomfish complex – a culturally significant grouping of seven
species of snapper and grouper. This has enabled NMFS to increase
annual catch limits for these stocks for both
commercial and recreational fishermen and
ensure these fish are available year-round.
On the West Coast, NMFS and the Pacific
Fishery Management Council, the fishing
industry, recreational anglers, and other partners have successfully rebuilt a number of
once overfished stocks, including coho salmon, lingcod, Pacific whiting, widow rockfish, canary rockfish, and petrale sole. These
and other conservation gains, including
implementation of the West Coast groundfish trawl rationalization program, enabled
NMFS to increase catch limits for abundant
West Coast groundfish species that co-occur
with groundfish species in rebuilding plans.
In the Southeast Region, NOAA, the Gulf
of Mexico and South Atlantic fishery management councils, the fishing industries,
recreational anglers, and other partners have
successfully rebuilt a number of once overfished stocks, including gag, red grouper,
and king mackerel in the Gulf of Mexico, and
black sea bass in the South Atlantic. These
and other conservation gains enabled NMFS
to increase catch limits for six stocks or stock
complexes and eliminate or reduce two fixed
seasonal closures.
I’m most proud of the accomplishments
in Alaska where our management decisions
www.portofcoosbay.com/travel-lift
have led us to be widely recognized as one of

Continued on Page 34
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NOAA to offer fishermen
electronic monitoring
option in 2018
Beginning in 2018, Alaska fishermen, some of whom may lack
vessel space or life raft capacity for a fisheries observer, will have
the option to use an electronic monitoring (EM) system instead.
An EM system uses cameras and associated sensors to passively
record and monitor fishing activity – work traditionally done by
human observers placed aboard vessels to collect data crucial to sustainable management of Alaska’s multibillion-dollar fishing industry.
NOAA Fisheries is integrating EM into the North Pacific Observer
Program for the 2018 fishing year.
The agency restructured the program in 2013 to – for the first

On the horizon
Pacific Fishing magazine’s monthly digest of upcoming
management meetings and other notable events.

• Pacific Fishery Management Council meeting, Sept. 11-18,
Boise, Idaho.
• Bellingham SeaFeast 2017, Sept. 22-23, Bellingham, Wash.
More information at bellinghamseafeast.com.
• Fishermen’s Fall Festival, Sept. 23, Fishermen’s Terminal, Seattle.
Benefitting the Seattle Fishermen’s Memorial. More information at
fishermensfallfestival.org.
• North Pacific Fishery Management Council meeting,
Oct. 2-10, Anchorage.
• Alaska Board of Fisheries work session, Oct. 17-19, Anchorage.
• Pacific Fishery Management Council meeting, Nov. 14-20,
Costa Mesa, Calif.
• Pacific Marine Expo, Nov. 16-18, Seattle. A major trade show
for commercial fishermen and mariners. More information at
pacificmarineexpo.com.
• International Pacific Halibut Commission interim meeting, Nov.
28-29, Seattle.
• Alaska Board of Fisheries meeting, Dec. 1-5, Valdez. The board will
consider Prince William Sound finfish proposals.
• North Pacific Fishery Management Council meeting, Dec. 4-12,
Anchorage. The council will set Bering Sea and Gulf of Alaska
groundfish catch limits for 2018.
• 2017 Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit, Dec. 6-8, Anchorage.
More information at tinyurl.com/y7vq9bkn.
• Alaska Board of Fisheries meeting, Jan. 11-23, Sitka. The board will
consider Southeast and Yakutat finfish and shellfish proposals.
• International Pacific Halibut Commission annual meeting,
Jan. 22-26, Portland.
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time – place observers on small boats between 40 and 60 feet, and
boats harvesting halibut in Alaska.
Some small boat owners and operators identified unique issues
with carrying an observer. They advocated for the choice to use an
EM system instead.
Boat owners worked with NOAA Fisheries and the North Pacific
Fishery Management Council to develop the EM technology that
works best in Alaska for collecting fishery data. The EM systems
developed can effectively identify almost all species or species
groupings required for management. NOAA Fisheries would use
EM to collect catch and bycatch data from vessels while fishing.
“NOAA Fisheries and the council are making progress in meeting the needs of fishermen by providing an option for electronic
monitoring,” said Jim Balsiger, Alaska regional administrator for
NOAA Fisheries. “This program is a first step toward automating observer data for the very specialized North Pacific fleet. The
results will be important as we evaluate this technology’s success.”
Voluntary participation: EM technology will only be available
to owners and operators of fixed-gear (hook-and-line and pot) vessels in the “partial coverage category” of the observer program, in
which the agency places observers on randomly selected vessels
(not vessels in the full coverage category, which requires observers
on all vessels). Full coverage vessels have separate requirements
for video monitoring systems for compliance monitoring purposes
only, not catch estimation.
Participation in EM is voluntary, and each year vessel owners
or operators would need to apply by Nov. 1 to participate in EM
instead of carrying an observer. If eligibility criteria are met, the
vessel would be placed in the EM selection pool and NOAA Fisheries would randomly select trips among participating vessels to use
an EM system. Vessel owners and operators who do not volunteer
for EM would remain subject to observer coverage.
Vessel owners and operators that volunteer would have responsibilities to make sure the EM system is working and to send the
video storage devices back to NOAA Fisheries for review. 
– NOAA Fisheries

McIsaac appointed to
Washington Fish and
Wildlife Commission
Gov. Jay Inslee has appointed Don McIsaac, the recently retired
executive director of the Pacific Fishery Management Council, to
the Washington Fish and Wildlife Commission.
The commission is a nine-member citizen panel that sets policy
for the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. Members
are appointed by the governor and are subject to state Senate
confirmation. Three members must reside in Eastern Washington,
three in Western Washington, and three may live anywhere in the
state. No two members may live in the same county.
The governor appointed McIsaac, who lives in rural Clark County,
to a term ending Dec. 31, 2022. McIsaac was executive director of
the Pacific Fishery Management Council from 2000 to 2016. He
previously worked for the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
and the then Washington Department of Fisheries.
Inslee also reappointed Larry Carpenter, of Mount Vernon, to the commission. Carpenter currently serves as vice chair of the commission. 

Washington state appeals to U.S. Supreme Court
in long-running culverts case

The Washington State Attorney General’s Office on Aug. 17 filed government sued Washington over the old culverts designed to
a petition asking the U.S. Supreme Court to review a decision by the federal standards. The petition asks that the federal government be
9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in the “culverts case,” officially blocked from bringing its claim, or at least be required to contribute
referred to as United States of America et al. v. State of Washington. to the cost of fixing the federally designed culverts.
• The 9th Circuit adopted a sweeping treaty interpretation that
The petition asks the high court to review the case and resolve
some of the especially challenging effects of the lower court ruling, contradicts the U.S. Supreme Court’s previous interpretation of
the state’s obligation under the treaty. The 9th Circuit held that the
which reach beyond culverts.
The petition does not prevent the state Legislature from appro- treaty language guaranteed “that the number of fish would always
priating money to replace old culverts, and it does not halt or delay be sufficient to provide a ‘moderate living’ to the tribes.” While
state agencies’ efforts to replace old culverts to improve fish passage.
Continued on Page 10
“Filing this appeal does not in any way limit the state’s ability to replace culverts,” Washington Attorney General Bob Ferguson said,
“and the state should increase the pace of
culvert replacement. … The state should not
need a court order to restore salmon habitat.”
The petition also does not prevent the
Attorney General’s Office from engaging
Washington tribes in ongoing discussions to
potentially resolve challenges with the 9th
Circuit ruling outside of court.
“Tribal treaty rights are vitally important,” Ferguson said. “I appreciate and share
the goal of restoring salmon habitat, but the
state has strong legal arguments that the 9th
Circuit decision is overbroad. We are working with tribes to resolve this matter, but we
needed to file this appeal … to preserve our
ability to challenge aspects of the 9th Circuit’s opinion.”
The impacts of the 9th Circuit decision
extend beyond culverts. As nine dissenting
judges of the 9th Circuit pointed out, “Legal
commentators have noted that plaintiffs
could use the panel’s decision to demand the
removal of dams and attack a host of other
practices” that affect fish habitat, from farmFoss Maritime’s two full-service shipyards
ing to logging to construction.
are equipped to take on any project from
The Attorney General’s Office is asking for
cost-effective repairs and maintenance to
Supreme Court review for the following reasons:
major conversions and new construction.
• The 9th Circuit’s decision forces the state
With multiple dry docks and marine
to expend resources on projects that will not
benefit salmon. The decision requires the
railways, cranes up to 90-tons, experienced
state to replace culverts even when other barteams of ABS- and DNV-certified engineers
riers, such as dams or federal culverts, block
and highly skilled craftspeople, we keep
salmon from ever reaching the state’s culvert.
your fleet moving forward.
Money squandered on such projects could

put your
best fleet
forward

and should instead be used for more effective salmon restoration efforts.
• The lower court decision forces state
taxpayers to pay for problems largely created by the federal government. For decades,
the federal government specified the design
for the state’s highway culverts. The state
then invented and began using a new design
that is better for salmon. Then, the federal

always safe. always ready.
www.foss.com/shipyards
800.426.2885
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Canada faulted on Pacific salmon monitoring
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) is not monitoring enough
spawning streams to accurately assess the health of Pacific salmon,
according to a new study led by Simon Fraser University researchers Michael Price and John Reynolds.
The study, published in the Canadian Journal of Fisheries and
Aquatic Sciences, reveals that DFO does not have enough data to
determine the status of 50 percent of all managed salmon populations along British Columbia’s north and central coasts.
Analysis of DFO’s own data by the SFU researchers, and
researchers from other institutions, shows that the annual number
of streams monitored by DFO has steadily decreased to a record
low. This despite a key commitment of Canada’s Wild Salmon Policy to assess the health of salmon populations, and to increase the
abundance of those populations deemed at risk.

One of the five key recommendations in the study calls for increased
federal funding to ensure that salmon are adequately monitored.
Visits to spawning streams provide vital information on trends over
time. Without such information, fisheries may continue to catch diminished populations without the necessary warning bells sounding.
“Our knowledge of salmon populations in B.C. is eroding rapidly,”
says Price, a doctoral candidate. “Without increased support for
annual spawning surveys, the rich legacy of population data available for B.C.’s coast is at serious risk of becoming irrelevant for
future assessments of management and conservation status.”
“You can’t manage salmon populations if you don’t know how
they’re doing,” says Reynolds, a biology professor. 
– Simon Fraser University

David Wilson, owner of the fishing vessel Destination, testifies Aug. 7 in Seattle before a U.S. Coast Guard Marine Board of Investigation. The
board is looking into the February sinking of the crab boat near St. George Island in the Bering Sea. Six crewmembers were lost in the tragedy.
Wilson, who was not aboard the vessel at the time of the sinking, testified the Destination’s skipper, Jeff Hathaway, was “very capable and
knowledgeable,” the Seattle Times reported in coverage of the marine board hearing. Freezing spray could have been a factor, but Hathaway
had successfully dealt with that many times, Wilson said. USCG photo by Petty Officer 3rd Class Amanda Norcross
Culverts case continued from Page 9
Washington is committed to protecting salmon – spending hundreds of millions toward this goal in recent years – many factors
beyond the state’s control affect whether there are enough salmon
“to provide a ‘moderate living’ to the tribes,” including global climate change and ocean acidification. Therefore, the state may be
unable to comply with the court’s order if factors outside the state’s
control negatively affect the salmon population, regardless of how
many culverts it restores.
The culverts case involves the meaning of 1850s treaties between
the federal government and Western Washington Indian tribes that
promised the tribes the “right of taking fish, at all usual and accustomed grounds and stations … in common with all citizens.”
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The case began in 2001 when the federal government and 21
tribes sued the state, claiming that culverts under state roads violate this treaty provision if they restrict salmon passage and reduce
the number of salmon available for the tribes.
In 2013, the District Court for the Western District of Washington
ruled for the federal government and the tribes, ordering Washington to replace by 2030 hundreds of culverts under state highways,
at a cost of billions of dollars. The state appealed. In 2016, the 9th
Circuit upheld the District Court’s order.
If the Supreme Court decides to take the case, it will be argued
in the spring of 2018. A decision would come before adjournment
in June 2018. 
– Washington State Attorney General’s Office

Flexible Solutions.
Solid Support.

Vessel: Bravo II
Built by Armstrong Marine, Inc.
Twin Cummins Marine QSB6.7 engines

Cummins offers a full range of EPA Tier 3 propulsion and auxiliary solutions from 6.7 to 60
liters. Cummins Tier 3 product line applies advanced combustion technology to reduce
emissions in-cylinder without the need for aftertreatment and will serve as the platform for
future, more stringent emissions in the U.S. and globally. These engines run cleaner and
stronger with exceptional dependability and durability.
Let our marine professionals help navigate you and improve your bottom line.
British Columbia/Alberta/Washington: Tony Thomas (425) 277-5330
Oregon/Alaska: Mike Fourtner (360) 742-2864
California/Hawaii: Tom O’Connor (510) 347-6614
salesandservice.cummins.com

AROUND THE YARDS

by DANIEL MINTZ

The newly extended F/V Reelization at launch. Photo courtesy of Platypus Marine

Projects aplenty

California crabbers get longer, a rotting B.C. boat gets an overhaul
and a new name, and a mothership gets a factory upgrade
Here’s a look at shipyard activity around the North Pacific.
   
Platypus Marine Inc. in Port Angeles, Washington, has completed a fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) extension on a crabbing
vessel and is in the finishing stages of extending another.
The F/V Reelization hails from Half Moon Bay, California, and
received a 6-foot extension with three deck hatches aft.
“That will allow more on-deck space for crab pots and additional
options for trim when tanking the boat,” said David Kane, Platypus
12 £ PACIFICFISHING £ SEPTEMBER 2017 £ WWW.PACIFICFISHING.COM

marketing and sales manager. “We also extended the aluminum
bulwarks along the side decks to match the extension.”
The Reelization was about 38 feet long when it came into the
yard, and its completed length is 44 feet.
The second FRP extension project is for the F/V Pacific Rival,
out of Bodega Bay, California. The vessel will be extended by 8 feet
from its original length of 43 feet.
In addition to the extension, Platypus is adding an FRP bulb
with a hydraulic bow thruster to the boat.

This vessel entered the Commodore’s Boats yard as the
F/V Skeena Cloud (left) and emerged in much better
shape as the F/V Haida Legend. Photos courtesy of
Commodore’s Boats
“The FRP bulb is an engineered design that was fabricated with it’s now called the F/V Haida Legend.
The vessel is jointly owned by the Coldfish Seafood Co.,
resin infusion for a stronger, lighter bulb,” Kane said. “We’ll also
headquartered in Richmond, and Barney “B.J.” Dudoward.
match the current aluminum bulwarks to the new extension.”
The vessel’s new bulb will have a compressed air option. Using
   
the vessel’s existing compressor or a new
one, air pressure added to the inside of
the bulb compartment will increase the
bow’s buoyancy.
Release of air pressure will allow the vessel to sit deeper in the water.
“The bulb itself is heavy, so typically a
bulb is installed and additional foam is
sealed into it to allow it to be what’s known
as ‘neutral buoyant,’” Kane said. “It will
have a hole drilled into it to fill the unfoamed
portion to be neutral with seawater, which
will then drain out at the next haulout.”
The Pacific Rival will get new hull paint
as well.
   
The 46-foot F/V Skeena Cloud arrived
about six months ago at Commodore’s
Boats in Richmond, British Columbia, with
extensive areas of rot in its wooden bulwarks, deck, and wheelhouse.
“Most of the wood was replaced with aluminum without losing the look and lines of
the original boat,” said Ryan Galovich, Commodore’s business development manager.
A new aluminum command station was
Whether you have one vessel or an entire fleet you should get to know our
added along with electrical and hydraulic
shipyards. We provide a complete range of services to marine operators
and boat owners in the Pacific Northwest. We repair, modernize, re-engine,
upgrades, he said, and the vessel’s stern
refit and maintain virtually every kind of vessel. Yachts included.
ramp was extended.
With the project’s completion, the vessel’s
Vancouver Drydock Vancouver Shipyards Victoria Shipyards
w w w .se a sp a n.com
604 988 6361
250 380 1602
604 988 7444
new identity is reflected in a name change –

WESTCOAST SHIP
REPAIR SPECIALISTS

w w w . seaspan.com
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AROUND THE YARDS
Major improvements to the factory of the 367-foot M/V
Excellence – one of three processing motherships working the
Bering Sea pollock fishery – are in the closing stages.
Managed by Seattle-based Premier Pacific Seafoods, the Excellence
is diversifying from its primary operation, surimi production. Premier Pacific President Joe Bersch said the factory upgrade will boost
production capacity and introduce pollock and hake filet operations.
Working with Industrial Resources Inc., of Clear Lake, Washington – the company that was also contracted for replacement of
the Excellence’s engine – Premier Pacific is having the work done
dockside at Pier 90 and Pier 91 in Seattle.
Previous work on the project was done at Washington’s Port
of Bellingham.
Built in 1973, the Excellence originally worked as a factory
trawler. Since 1990, she has operated as a processing platform,
taking raw fish deliveries from catcher boats.
“We were able to replace the 5,000-horsepower engine with a
4,000-horsepower engine because we needed less horsepower for
the ship’s work as a processor,” said Bill Lucas, Premier Pacific port
engineer, quoted on the Industrial Resources website. “The ship

The mothership Excellence. Port of Seattle photo
now travels faster, up to 14.5 knots, burns less fuel, and makes far
less noise, so we are delighted with the results.”
The factory vendor is Kami Tech Inc., of Seattle.
Bersch said the goal is to have the Excellence back to work by the
end of October.

The F/V Early Dawn undergoing some work recently at Pacific Fishermen Shipyard in Seattle’s Ballard district. Jeff Pond photo
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Continued on Page 16
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and gear to prepare for the season ahead, we
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your customers in the U.S. and overseas.
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sustains fishing families and communities for
generations. The Alaska Seafood Marketing
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www.alaskaseafood.org
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AROUND THE YARDS

This combination boat measures 58 feet by 28 feet and is for
sale at Fred Wahl Marine Construction in Reedsport, Oregon.
Photo courtesy of Fred Wahl Marine

Around the Yards continued from Page 14
   
Two fiberglass Puget Sound crab boats are being built at the La Conner
Maritime Service yard in La Conner, Washington. Due for delivery in October
to customers in the La Conner/Anacortes area, the 32-foot and 34-foot vessels
will be powered by Volvo Penta D6 mains.
The vessels are the third and fourth of their type built at La Conner Maritime
this year.
“Our customers love ’em so far,” said Isaac Oczkewicz, La Conner’s general
manager. “They’re efficient, seaworthy, and relatively affordable to get into.”
Oczkewicz said the basic version of the fiberglass crab vessel is priced at $200,000.
As of mid-August, La Conner Maritime was also awaiting arrival of an Alaska
fishing vessel in need of collision damage repair.
La Conner’s Naknek, Alaska, shop will be doing two refrigeration refit
projects this fall and spring.
   
Fred Wahl Marine Construction in Reedsport, Oregon, is finishing work
on two new vessels and advancing the expansion of its Bolon Island facility.
A new 50-by-125-foot machine shop is being built adjacent to the current
fabrication shop and will be 40 feet longer than the one at Wahl’s Port
Dock facility.
“We’ve also got our eye on a new shafting lathe, but nothing’s set in stone,”
said Rob Vest, Wahl’s safety and environmental manager.
The expansion project also includes construction of a building to house the
company’s 685-ton travel lift.
The nearly completed fishing vessel projects involve construction of a 47-foot
combination boat and a 58-foot spec boat that was up for sale as of mid-August.
“Mostly, we’ve been working on tug boats the last few weeks,” Vest said. “So
far, we’ve serviced and/or begun construction on 22 vessels, with seven boats at
once in just the Bolon Island yard.” 

The 47-foot combination boat F/V Stacey Jo under construction at Fred Wahl Marine. Photo courtesy of Fred Wahl Marine
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FINANCE

by CHARLES MORGAN

New Capital Construction Fund regulations
increase flexibility and access to your money
T

he National Marine Fisheries Service issued new regulations to
the Capital Construction Fund (CCF) Program on June 29. This
is the first amendment to the regulations since 1997.
Regulations proposed in September 2014 to improve access to
CCF money contained a fatal flaw. The revised final regulations
address the flaw and make major changes in the program.
The flaw was a requirement that any construction, acquisition, or
reconstruction using CCF money not increase harvesting capacity
of any vessel. But the regulations did not provide a definition of
harvesting capacity. For each improved vessel, another vessel with
equal harvesting capacity would have to lose its fishing endorsement permanently, dramatically reducing its value. The U.S. Coast
Guard would be notified that the vessel would never be eligible to
participate in a U.S. fishing operation.
To overcome this issue, the final regulations add an exception for a vessel that fishes in a limited access system. As long
as the improved vessel operates in a limited access program, the
ﬁsherman does not have to retire another vessel.
A limited access system is a management program that “limits
participation in a fishery to those satisfying certain eligibility
criteria or requirements contained in a fishery management plan or
associated regulation.”
The exception applies to fisheries managed under the North
Pacific Fishery Management Council, the state of Alaska limited
entry program, and similar programs throughout the nation.
My discussions with NMFS staff indicate that many commercial
fisheries will qualify for the exception.
The limited access system exception means that CCF money
can continue to be used for the construction of new vessels that
are necessary for the safe and efficient harvest of the resource on a
sustainable basis.
The rest of the changes are good news for fishermen and simplify
the process for using CCF money to improve a vessel.

The requirement that a used vessel had to be reconstructed has
been eliminated. Now used vessels can be purchased with CCF
money provided they meet the harvest capacity restriction.
Prior to the changes, a vessel reconstruction had to meet a minimum cost of 20 percent of the original purchase proceeds of the
vessel. This restricted access to CCF money for smaller projects.
The dollar threshold has been eliminated. Now a reconstruction
must either substantially prolong the useful life of the reconstructed vessel; increase its value; materially increase its safety, reliability,
or energy efficiency; or adapt it to a different commercial use in the
fishing trade or industry. It is hard to imagine a project that will not
accomplish one of these objectives.
As part of the goal to eliminate excess funds on deposit in the program, the minimum annual deposit requirement has been dropped.
The revised regulations are a major step forward in keeping the
program relevant and helping the fishing industry improve the
safety and reliability of the fleet. 
Charles Morgan is a certified public accountant with CliftonLarsonAllen
(CLA) in Seattle. Since 1985, he has specialized in tax and accounting
services for the commercial fishing and maritime industries. He assists
clients with tax and business planning and IRS compliance and
disputes and also testifies as an expert witness in fisheries litigation. The
information contained herein is general in nature and is not intended, and
should not be construed, as legal, accounting, investment, or tax advice or
opinion provided by CLA to the reader.

The U.S. Coast Guard is building a fleet of offshore patrol cutters
and has announced names for the first 11 vessels: Argus, Chase,
Ingham, Pickering, Rush, Icarus, Active, Diligence, Alert, Vigilant,
and Reliance. The Coast Guard has established a project office at
Eastern Shipbuilding Group in Panama City, Florida. “The offshore
patrol cutter is the Coast Guard’s highest investment priority,” the
Coast Guard said. “The offshore patrol cutter will bridge capabilities between the national security cutter, which patrols the open
ocean, and the fast-response cutter, which serves closer to shore.
The offshore patrol cutter will replace the service’s 270-foot and
210-foot medium endurance cutters.” The first cutter is scheduled
for delivery in fiscal year 2021. USCG photo
WWW.PACIFICFISHING.COM £ SEPTEMBER 2017
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New federal program monitors changes in
Puget Sound salmon habitat
P

uget Sound’s iconic salmon are struggling. A team of researchers led by fish biologist Tim Beechie at NOAA’s Northwest
Fisheries Science Center (NWFSC) have begun an ambitious, longterm program to monitor and track changes in the natural habitat
most essential to the health and survival of threatened steelhead,
coho, and Chinook salmon.
A new technical memorandum, the first report on this program,
has just been published at NWFSC.

It’s not just overfishing
The mighty salmon. It’s a beautiful, powerful fish, a symbol of
the Pacific Northwest. It’s delicious, too. Eaten raw, smoked, baked,
or canned, salmon is tied with tuna and second only to shrimp as
the most popular seafood in America.
Steelhead, coho, and Chinook salmon are all threatened species.
Overfishing is certainly part of the problem – if they didn’t taste so
good, we might be less inclined to pull them out of the water. But
it’s not the only challenge they face. Less obvious, but arguably
more significant, are the changes we’ve made to the natural environments these fish call home.
Land developed for human use may be good for people, but it’s
often destructive to salmon. Roads, levees, and shoreline armoring
all reduce the amount of fish habitat available. Fewer trees means
warmer streams, with less food and easier access for predators.
Cars, houses, and boats produce pollutants that degrade the quality
of the water. Dams keep fish from reaching some of their historical
spawning areas. And to top it all off, hatchery salmon can compete
with wild stocks for food and habitat resources.
The Endangered Species Act requires government agencies like
NOAA and NWFSC to work toward restoring wild salmon populations. In order to do this, we need to be able to understand not
only the current state of their habitat in and around Puget Sound,
but also how it’s changing over time. Is it getting better or worse?
The Puget Sound Habitat Status and Trends Monitoring Program, established in 2014 at NWFSC by a group of researchers led
by Beechie, aims to find out.
‘Messy is good for fish’
Beechie and his team have developed a new methodology for
using aerial photographs and satellite images to keep track of
changes over time.
These changes affect four key environments essential to salmon:
large rivers, floodplains, deltas, and the nearshore (defined as a
650-foot zone along the water’s edge).
The team digitizes the images according to a strict set of protocols they developed. Once entered into the program’s database, the
images form a timeline of the changing Puget Sound environment.
At this point, the program is in its early stages and is purely
observational.
“It’s just a monitoring program,” Beechie says. “All we’re trying to
do is see if the restoration efforts that we have going on now are making a big enough change that we can see it in the habitat conditions.”
Recommending actions based on those changes will come later.
Scientists learned the hard way that even well-meaning efforts
to improve conditions for salmon can have unintended negative
consequences. In the 1960s and ’70s, it was thought that clearing
wood from rivers and streams would help migrating mature salm18 £ PACIFICFISHING £ SEPTEMBER 2017 £ WWW.PACIFICFISHING.COM

on by providing a clear path to their upstream spawning sites. But
it turned out that the wood is vital for young salmon on their way
downstream, as it provides them with food, protection, and a place
to rest and hide from predators.
“So now,” Beechie says, “a lot of the restoration is putting wood
back in streams. We often point to that as one example of us thinking we can do better than nature and then realizing later that there
actually was some utility to all that wood. I think people see it as
messy. As it turns out, messy is good for fish.”
Getting out of nature’s way
Natural systems are complex, and if we want to make changes
that will be useful without causing unintended problems down the
line, we need to take the time to understand them first.
Beechie calls this “process-based restoration.” Think of it as letting nature tell us what to do.
“Back in the ’90s, we realized that the best thing we could do
was to either allow or restore the processes that create habitat for
salmon to function as naturally as possible – and that would be the
best kind of restoration,” he says.
In other words, if dead trees pile up in salmon streams, maybe
that’s what they have to do for the system to function correctly.
“The restoration we like to see,” Beechie continues, “is things
that get out of the way of nature as much as possible – reconnecting
floodplains or delta habitats, removing levees – because those are
the things that allow processes to work naturally and create the
habitat, without us trying to figure out what it should look like. If
we just let nature work, it creates what it’s supposed to create.” 
– Northwest Fisheries Science Center

NMFS declines to list
Pacific bluefin tuna
The National Marine Fisheries Service has denied a petition to
list the Pacific bluefin tuna as threatened or endangered under the
Endangered Species Act.
“Based on the best scientific and commercial data available … and
after taking into account efforts being made to protect the species,
we have determined that listing of the Pacific bluefin tuna is not
warranted,” NMFS said in a notice published Aug. 8.
The agency in June 2016 received a petition from the Center for
Biological Diversity to list the Pacific bluefin tuna as threatened
or endangered.
NMFS considered potential threats to Pacific bluefin tuna including
commercial fishing.
Japanese fisheries are responsible for the majority of landings,
followed by Mexico, the United States, Korea, and Taiwan, the
notice said. In 2014, the United States reported commercial landings of 408 metric tons, while Japan reported 9,573 metric tons.
Nearly all commercial Pacific bluefin tuna catches by U.S.-flagged
vessels on the West Coast of the United States are landed in California.
“We find that U.S. domestic management of commercial and recreational fishing poses no or low risk of contributing to population
decline or degradation in Pacific bluefin tuna,” NMFS said. 
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Q&A

‘Master of disaster’ Steve Freese reflects
on fast-paced career with NOAA Fisheries

On June 30, after 33 years of service with NOAA Fisheries,
including four years at headquarters in Washington, D.C., and 29
years with the West Coast Region (WCR) in Seattle, Steve Freese,
who had been the regional fisheries economist and served as acting
assistant administrator for sustainable fisheries in the WCR, said
his final goodbye to the agency.
“Steve has been an incredible asset to NOAA Fisheries and the
Pacific Northwest,” said Barry Thom, regional administrator of
NOAA Fisheries WCR. “His care, compassion, and determination
has guided us through some of our toughest and most challenging
situations, and the agency, the public, and the natural resources we
manage are better off for it.”
During his long career, Freese worked on many major fisheries
issues facing the country, including phasing out foreign fishing,
reducing foreign trade barriers to U.S. fishery products, designing
and implementing federal fishery disaster declarations and fishing
vessel buyback programs, rebuilding overfished fish stocks, and
implementing individual fishing quotas and electronic reporting
and monitoring in the West Coast groundfish trawl fisheries.
On his last day in the office, Freese reflected on some of his most
memorable work.

Q: What were some of the greatest challenges you faced
working for NOAA Fisheries?

A: Since 1994, I have been involved with all of the West Coast
fishery disaster determinations involving salmon, groundfish, and
crab, hence my nickname the “master of disaster.”
Many times, Congress would respond to these determinations
by appropriating disaster funds to assist fishermen and their
communities who were struggling to make ends meet.
Disaster determinations are made under either the MagnusonStevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act (MSA) or the
Interjurisdictional Fisheries Act, or both. Disaster assistance is provided
under these acts via congressional appropriations and in some
instances, Congress bypasses these acts and provides specific disaster
assistance guidance. However, in the early years, we were in uncharted
waters as the NOAA Fisheries policies and processes had not been
firmed up. How do fishermen seek a disaster declaration? What were
the qualifying causes of the disaster? What are the appropriate uses
of disaster funds? How do we get disaster funding assistance to the
fishermen? How do we work with the states and tribes to get assistance
to the fishermen and communities? What else can we do?
Working on disaster issues was incredibly challenging but
rewarding work because there was a large human toll; the crises
were real and we were often pressured to get things done fast.
Because of their complexity, disaster evaluations require a high
degree of coordination. But with the help of many people, including but not limited to John Bullard (former director of the NOAA
Fisheries Office of Sustainable Development and Intergovernmental Affairs and currently Greater Atlantic regional administrator),
his key staffer Lance Simmons, Leila Afzal (NOAA Office of General Counsel), and Randy Fisher (executive director of the Pacific
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States Marine Fisheries Commission) and his staff, we were able to
distribute disaster assistance to needy fishermen.
We also used the funding in useful ways including designing
and implementing vessel buyback programs to address overcapacity, hiring and training fishermen to restore critical habitat, employing fishermen to undertake cooperative research, job-training
fishermen to adopt alternative careers, and providing income to
affected fishermen and businesses.
Although oftentimes frustrating, these projects have been an interesting blend of law, policy, science, economics, administrative processes and requirements, public outreach, and grants management.

Q : What was your greatest personal achievement at
NOAA Fisheries?

A: Certainly my work on fishery disaster declarations is up
there, but I think my greatest achievement was my contribution to
the effort to introduce groundfish catch shares to the West Coast.
Catch shares, a management approach that dedicates a share of
certain fish to individual fishery participants, was a new concept
at the time. With a secure amount of the total catch clearly defined,
this system afforded fishermen more flexibility about when and
how to fish, while minimizing the risks of overfishing.
I was also involved with others (including the Pacific States
Marine Fisheries Commission, NOAA Fisheries Office of Law
Enforcement, NOAA Fisheries Northwest Fisheries Science Center,
NOAA General Counsel, and WCR staff) in NOAA Fisheries’
work with the Pacific Fishery Management Council and industry
to develop and implement a new electronic accounting system for
the catch shares fishery. Instead of requiring fishermen to pay for
human observers to monitor their catch, we worked collaboratively
to find flexibility and introduced the option of using cameras on
boats to provide the full accounting of catches, and bycatch, at less
cost. It has been successful.

Q: What do you think is the biggest challenge facing NOAA
Fisheries now?

A: Doing more with less – the MSA and other environmental
conservation laws contain many legal requirements to manage
and protect fisheries responsibly. Our to-do list keeps growing.
Meeting those requirements on a fixed and often uncertain budget
is incredibly and increasingly challenging.
Q: What is your advice to new NOAA Fisheries employees?
A: I had an amazing journey at NOAA Fisheries. I feel lucky

to have worked with such great people throughout my career. My
advice to new staff, and there are some upcoming superstars, is
to remember that you’re working for a great agency. There are
times when things can get frustrating but it helps to remember that
everyone is trying to do the right thing. Things change rapidly here.
I started my career in International Affairs at headquarters and
ended in WCR Sustainable Fisheries, with many stops in between.
Be patient and open to change – it will lead to new opportunities.

Q: What are your plans for retirement?
A: I like to say I’m going back to school: I like to fish in Puerto Val-
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larta, Mexico, so I’m going to teach myself Spanish. I dusted off my
guitar, so that’s my music class. I want to travel with my wife (whom
I met working at NOAA Fisheries on foreign fisheries issues), so that’s
my geography class. And I plan to do more reading, so that’s English
literature. I will also be taking phys-ed and nutrition classes! 
– NOAA Fisheries

Marine reserves could
help commercial
fishermen, study finds
C

ommercial fishermen may be able to catch more of the profitable fish they want with marine reserves than without them,
according to a study in the journal PNAS led by the University of
California, Davis.
Using marine reserves as a management tool could also help the
recently rebounded West Coast groundfish fishery sustain itself,
the study notes.
Marine reserves are a subset of marine protected areas. Some
MPAs allow fishing, but marine reserves are areas of the ocean
closed to fishing and other extractive activities.
While it may sound counterintuitive, the study shows that
marine reserves can help avoid reductions of allowable catch. The
end result is fishermen catch more of the fish they target while protecting the weaker fish that can be caught inadvertently by indiscriminate fishing gear. These untargeted fish are called bycatch,
which is one of the most crippling challenges facing global fisheries.
For example, when the West Coast groundfish fishery collapsed
in the early 2000s, commercial fishermen were forced to reduce
significantly their catch of abundant species to avoid catching
overfished species. The solution proposed in this paper, in which
bycatch species would be protected inside a marine reserve’s
boundaries, could overcome this problem.
“With marine reserves, our models show it’s a win-win situation,” said lead author Alan Hastings, a theoretical ecologist and
professor in the UC Davis Department of Environmental Science
and Policy. “You can have the harvest you would like from your
target species while at the same time benefiting the weak stocks.”
‘Reserves can keep the fishing going’
Many overfished species have long natural lives and are slow
to reproduce, as is the case with most groundfish. Using multispecies models, the study’s authors found that in these cases, marine
reserves always produce significantly higher yields of both strong
and weak stocks than restricting fishing efforts alone.
The study illustrates the concept using Dover sole as a primary
target species, and less profitable weaker stocks of Pacific Ocean
perch, darkblotched rockfish, bocaccio, and yelloweye rockfish.
The model shows that managers can use marine reserves to main-
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Marine reserves continued from Page 21
tain the weaker species at the levels needed while still
allowing for substantial harvest of Dover sole.
“Ultimately, these reserves can keep the fishing going
rather than shutting down a whole fishery to help these
weaker species,” Hastings said.
The study suggests combining well-designed marine
reserves with sensible management of the target fishery
for broad economic and ecological benefits.
“When reserves are well-designed to protect weaker species, you really can ‘have your fish and eat them too,’” said
co-author Christopher Costello, from UC Santa Barbara.

More than 1,200 visitors met oceanographers, marine biologists, meteorologists, and engineers during a June 9 open house at NOAA’s Western Regional Center at Sand Point in Seattle. The event included a tour
of the NOAA Fisheries net loft, shown here. Visitors saw the research
nets used in fisheries surveys, as well as exhibits on how surveys are
conducted, how fish are aged, what fish eat, and how the data are
used in fishery management. Photo by Peggy Mundy, NOAA Fisheries

NAFS

Understanding marine protected areas
The study’s authors and other UC scientists helped
inform the nation’s first statewide network of MPAs,
which was completed in 2012 to conserve natural and
cultural marine resources. MPAs serve many purposes,
from recreation to rebuilding fish stocks and supporting
sustainable marine fisheries. This study is part of ongoing research at UC Davis to better understand how well
MPAs are working.
The work received financial support from the National
Science Foundation, American Museum of Natural
History, Pew Charitable Trusts, the David and Lucile
Packard Foundation, the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, and the
Waitt Family Foundation. 
– UC Davis
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Fishermen see ‘science
in action’ aboard NOAA
survey ship
E

ach spring and early summer, scientists set out along the West
Coast aboard the NOAA vessel Reuben Lasker to survey coastal
pelagic species, or CPS, which include small schooling fish such as
northern anchovy, Pacific sardine, and jack and Pacific mackerels.
This year, with the help of West Coast fishermen, the scientists
tested a new approach to extend their reach into nearshore waters
to improve the accuracy of the survey results. The collaboration
involved the fishing vessel Lisa Marie and brought two commercial
fishermen aboard the Lasker for an inside look at NOAA Fisheries
surveys that inform stock assessments and guide decisions on how
many fish can be caught by West Coast fishermen.
The idea emerged years before when the then-director of NOAA’s
Southwest Fisheries Science Center in La Jolla, California, Cisco Werner, along with Deputy Director Kristen Koch and Fisheries Resources Division Director Gerard DiNardo, discussed the potential collaboration with Mike Okoniewski, of Pacific Seafood, and Diane
Pleschner-Steele, of the California Wetfish Producers Association.
Werner has since been named chief scientist of NOAA Fisheries.
Annual surveys: The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation
and Management Act requires NOAA Fisheries to use the best available science to help managers set catch limits and prevent overfishing. Annual surveys, using echosounders to detect and measure the
abundances of CPS populations off the coasts of California, Oregon,
Washington, and Canada’s Vancouver Island, help fulfill this mandate. NOAA Fisheries also uses trawl catches and fish-egg samples
to help gauge fish reproduction and population trends.
“Acoustic-trawl surveys are our principal tool for monitoring the
various species and determining how their abundances, distributions, and sizes are changing,” said David Demer, chief scientist
of the survey and leader of the Advanced Survey Technologies
Group at the La Jolla science center. “The surveys are very rigorous
because they’re very important to our mission.”
To quantify any CPS in the shallow, nearshore waters off Oregon
and Washington where the Lasker cannot survey, Demer’s group
equipped the Lisa Marie, calibrated the instrumentation, and sailed
with the fishermen to collect and analyze echosounder and sonar
data along coastal transects.
Industry aboard: Meanwhile, Andy Blair, fisherman and owner
of the Lisa Marie, and Greg Shaughnessy, chief operating officer
of Ocean Gold Seafoods in Westport, Washington, spent five days
aboard the Lasker, learning how scientists collect information
that informs NOAA Fisheries stock assessments and leads to CPS
harvest decisions by the Pacific Fishery Management Council.
“I learned a lot, even though I’ve been out fishing for years,”
Shaughnessy said. “Now that I’ve been out there and seen how the
work is done, I have a much better understanding of the logistics
involved and how thorough and rigorous the work really is.”
A spotter pilot flew overhead during parts of the survey looking for and photographing schools of fish from above. The digital
images will augment the measurements made aboard the Lasker
and Lisa Marie.
The vessels and aircraft confirmed each other’s findings when
concurrently surveying the same areas.

The research ship Reuben Lasker uses
echosounders, sonar, and a trawl net
to survey populations of sardine,
anchovy, and mackerel. NOAA
Fisheries photos

The F/V Lisa Marie, based out of
Westport, Wash., uses a purse
seine to fish for sardine and other
small fish.

Okoniewski praised NOAA Fisheries for welcoming commercial
fishermen aboard the Lasker and explaining the survey methods
and science.
“We’ve really opened some new doors with this collaboration,” said
Okoniewski, who with Shaughnessy and Blair are members of West
Coast Pelagic Conservation Group, a nonprofit advocacy and conservation group that represents commercial fishermen and processors.
“There’s now a much greater understanding of what we each do and
how we do it. It’s kind of a new age in terms of how we see each other.”
Sardine fishing is currently closed off the West Coast because sardine numbers, which are known for boom-bust cycles, have fallen
below a protective threshold in a rule that governs harvest. Surveys
are essential in determining when the cycle reverses, the population rebounds and, in turn, when fishing for sardines can resume.
“It was a wonderful chance to see science in action,” Shaughnessy
wrote in a letter to Southwest Fisheries Science Center leadership. 
– NOAA Fisheries
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LOOKING BACK
Tlingit management of the Klawock salmon system
Last month, we learned of the connection between the Treaty
of Cession in 1867 (through which the United States purchased
Alaska from Russia) and the establishment of Alaska’s first cannery
in Klawock on Prince of Wales Island in 1878.
Klawock proves to be a fascinating place to examine the ways that
the indigenous salmon fishery and the commercial salmon industry
came together in the early days of Alaska’s seafood industry.
Early visitors to the North Pacific Trading and Packing Co.
remarked on the exceptional run of salmon at Klawock.

by ANJULI GRANTHAM

When the North Pacific Trading and Packing Co. started canning at Klawock, it seems
the cannery received permission from the héen
s’aatí to harvest fish and paid for the privilege,
as documented in a lease agreement between
the cannery and Teqahaite in the Ketchikan Recording Office.
Americans relied on deeds and legal documents to ascribe title,
but the Tlingit installed petroglyphs, totems, and other monuments
to indicate ownership of streams. Teqahaite followed the Euro-

The North Pacific Trading and Packing Co. cannery in Klawock, 1898. Photo courtesy of the National Archives and Records Administration
“Fish run in the vicinity of Klawock in miraculous numbers, a
catch of 7,000 at a time being no unusual thing,” noted one visitor
in the late 1870s.
The Klawock River was so prodigious partially due to the skilled
management of the salmon system by the Tlingit Gaanaxadi clan.
The Gaanaxadi clan owned a resource-rich area of Prince of Wales
Island around Klawock, including the Klawock estuary and the
abundant herring spawning grounds nearby. Looking at historic
records, it is possible to see how the Gaanaxadi clan continued to
assert their rights over the fishery and persist in managing the system during the first decades of commercial exploitation of the area.
Salmon beings: The Tlingit had a sophisticated fisheries management structure in place in Southeast Alaska. This regime is
better referred to as “engagement,” according to anthropologist
Stephen Langdon, since management implies a hierarchical relationship. Tlingit fishing methods were based on a world view that
perceived salmon as beings, similar to humans, who made choices,
who lived human-like existences at sea, and who would only
return if they were treated honorably.
It was the job of the clan leaders, known as héen s’aatí, to determine who could fish, how the fish would be harvested, at what time,
and how many. The héen s’aatí were on-the-ground fisheries managers who knew the river system and the run better than anybody
else. Tlingit clans had well-developed notions of private property
rights. Hunting grounds and salmon streams were viewed as
clan property. The héen s’aatí determined who could access the
fishing grounds.
Teqahaite was the héen s’aatí in the 1880s and 1890s in Klawock,
and he is reported to be the “possessor of the largest and best
canoes at Klawak, and claims 2 or 3 of the best fishing streams in
the vicinity,” according to the 1890 census.
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American and Tlingit protocols, both signing the lease and installing
a marble monument next to the cannery with his name on it. This
monument still stands today.
Fishing methods: There were ritual actions that ensured the
salmon would return – such as returning the bones of salmon to
their home river – but it was the work and knowledge deployed to
determine fishing location, intensity, timing, and gear that ensured
escapement. The héen s’aatí would oversee the preparation of the
fishing gear and modify the gear based on the natural features of
a fishing spot, the intensity of the run, and observed escapement.
“The Klawock estuary is a highly engineered landscape,” the
anthropologist Langdon explained. “The understanding that you
cannot obstruct salmon going to their homes was absolutely a
critical, moral foundation for Tlingit leadership.”
The Tlingit invented trolling, but most salmon fishing occurred
where the most fish conglomerate: at the intertidal zone near salmon
streams and within rivers. Fishing weirs were constructed of rocks
or carved wooden stakes. The walls of the weirs were constructed so
that at high tide salmon could easily access their home streams. As
the tide ebbed, the weirs prevented some of the salmon from surging
back to sea with the tide. These fish were trapped in pools constructed behind the weirs and harvested on the beach. To create another
common type of fishing weir, women wove cedar mats, which were
staked near streams. These systems served as removable pens for the
salmon. The Tlingit converted the tidelands of Southeast Alaska into
a form of fishing gear that allowed for escapement.
Today, both stone and stake weir systems are evident in the
tidelands throughout Southeast Alaska and near Klawock.
Anjuli Grantham is a public historian, writer, and producer based in
Alaska. Read more of her work at anjuligrantham.com.

ALASKA NOTEBOOK
Bleak king situation mars strong salmon season overall

by WESLEY LOY

Blotter: Prosecutors brought an interesting
Chinook woes: In what it called “a very difficult decision to
make,” the Alaska Department of Fish and Game barred the reten- tax evasion case in federal court in Juneau.
“Archie W. Demmert III and Roseann L.
tion of Chinook salmon in commercial and recreational fisheries
Demmert, of Klawock, Alaska, earned income
throughout Southeast Alaska effective Aug. 10.
The decision reflected the weak state of Chinook runs, which the from commercial fishing,” the U.S. Attorney’s
Office said in a July 26 press release. “The information alleges that
department attributed to poor ocean survival conditions.
Managers said nonretention would continue through September, Archie Demmert owned Vetta Bay LLC, which owned the Demand the department on Aug. 18 issued an alarming, five-page basis merts’ fishing vessel, the Emerald Beauty. The information further
charges that the Demmerts have a long history of not paying their
for the action. The document is posted at tinyurl.com/ycq7q5cn.
“At this time, Chinook salmon runs to Southeast Alaska streams taxes to the Internal Revenue Service. It alleges that the Demmerts
are either the worst on record or on par with the disastrous runs did not pay their taxes for 13 separate tax years, for which they owed
over $400,000, excluding penalties and interest.”
seen in the mid-1970s,” the department wrote.
The released added: “The Demmerts face a statutory maximum
Prospects going forward look grim.
“By mid-September, a more complete understanding on the out- sentence of one year in prison on each separate count, as well as a
look for 2018 will be available, but at this time available information period of supervised release, restitution and monetary penalties.”
   
suggests the 2018 Chinook salmon runs in at least the Taku and Stikine rivers will be worse than those in 2017,” the department said.
Interested in marketing? The Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute
The basis document further noted that this year’s federal trawl sur- is looking for industry members to serve on its various committees.
vey off Southeast Alaska caught only a single juvenile Chinook. “A
Some committees are operational, including the Seafood Techtypical low year would result in a catch of about 60 juvenile Chinook nical Committee and committees for domestic and international
while a typical high year would be over 200,” the department said.
marketing and responsible fisheries management.
Southeast commercial trollers did, at least, have one shot at the
Other committees relate to species: salmon, halibut and sablefish,
fish this year, catching some 64,000 Chinook in a four-day period whitefish, and shellfish.
that closed July 4.
Interested? Contact Sara Truitt at struitt@alaskaseafood.org
by Nov. 1.
   
The big picture: Overall, Alaska’s salmon industry was enjoying
Wesley Loy is editor of Pacific Fishing magazine and producer of Decka large harvest, as usual.
boss, a blog on Alaska commercial fisheries.
As of Aug. 25, the all-species catch stood at about 191 million fish.
The pink salmon catch, not as strong as
hoped, stood at 115 million fish on a preseason forecast of 142 million.
The sockeye catch of nearly 52 million fish
was substantially better than the forecast of
41 million.
30+ years
McDowell Group, a consultant for the
Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute, noted
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McDowell further noted: “Globally, pink
salmon supply may be buoyed by larger
Russian harvests.”
   
New top cop: We have new leadership
PB2145 (48L x 43W x 47H)
atop the Alaska Wildlife Troopers, who
patrol state fisheries.
PB1801 (43L x 24W x 26H)
PB1802 (43L x 24W x 29H)
Col. Steve Hall took over as director of the
division effective July 1.
Through his law enforcement career,
Allow our experienced service reps to help you make the right
choice for your transport and holding needs.
Hall has served in Kodiak, Sitka, Juneau,
and Anchorage.
PB660 (49L x 41W x 31H)
: Kirk Pinto 402-465-1276
“He also represented the Division of Alasemail: kpinto@bonarplastics.com
ka Wildlife Troopers with the Board of Fish: Lee Poirier 604-506-5719
eries and managed the division’s Vessel Secemail: lpoirier@bonarplastics.com
tion,” said a July 10 press release from the
state Department of Public Safety.
Hall succeeds Col. Steve Bear as director
www.bonarplastics.com
of the Alaska Wildlife Troopers.
PB1000 (58L x 46W x 35H)
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BRITISH COLUMBIA
Fraser River sockeye salmon in hot water
Fearsome fire season: As British Columbia was experiencing
its worst fire season since 1961, with over 45,000 people forced
from their homes by July 20, the Fraser River was starting to look
like it was going to be too hot for its inhabitants, too.
By the end of July, it was anybody’s guess what shape the Fraser
would be in for the approximately 4.2 million sockeye expected to
arrive in the river this year.
Only 1.1 million sockeye came back to the Fraser in 2016.
The Fraser River Panel reported on July 27 that the discharge
of the Fraser River at Hope was 3,280 cubic meters per second,
approximately 29 percent below average for that date. The temperature of the Fraser River at the Qualark Creek testing station
was 18.6 degrees Celsius, 0.7 degrees higher than average.
The panel said discharge levels and water temperatures would be
monitored closely to determine if specific management actions were
required during the in-river migratory period to help achieve sockeye escapement goals. Daily test-fishing catches and escapements
indicated a level of abundance below the preseason median forecast.
Things are also poor on B.C.’s north coast. The Skeena River run
was so low that there was no commercial fishery at all, and the
sport fishery in the river was closed. First Nations along the river
declared they would not fish at all.
The gillnet fishery for Nass River sockeye, B.C.’s northernmost
fishery near the Alaska border, was closed after three openings
with poor landings.
Area 8 on B.C.’s northcentral coast was the only bright spot, with
decent chum salmon landings attracting the bulk of gillnet fishermen licensed for the area. On July 21, there were 170 gillnetters
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by MICHEL DROUIN

fishing the area.
By that date, the gillnet fleet had landed
70,000 chum and about 1,700 Chinook salmon. Gillnetters received $1.25 a pound for
their chums.
The seine fleet had taken 13,500 chums and 21,800 pinks.
   
Counting fence shutdown: Gillnet fishermen on B.C.’s central
coast were alarmed early last summer to discover that due to a disagreement between Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) and a First
Nation, the Docee River counting fence in Smith Inlet would not
operate in 2017.
The Docee River is less than 1 kilometer long and drains Long
Lake into Wyclees Lagoon, which drains into Smith Inlet. The
Docee River fence is located at the outlet of Long Lake.
The counting fence had been in operation since 1972. Daily
sockeye escapement information recorded at the fence was used for
the management of the commercial gillnet fishery in Smith Inlet.
Sockeye were sampled from the fence for length and age.
The preseason forecast for Smith Inlet sockeye was under 70,000.
Escapement requirements are 100,000, so fisheries were unlikely.
But fishermen are always interested to hear what is going on in
Smith Inlet. It once had a strong annual fishery along with a good
fishery every year in adjacent Rivers Inlet. As recently as the 1986
to 1995 period, Smith Inlet had annual catches of 265,000 sockeye
and Rivers Inlet 225,000.
In 2016, the last time a commercial fishery was open for Smith
Inlet sockeye, 188,464 were counted through the Docee River
counting fence.
The fence was run by DFO in conjunction with the Gwa’sala’Nakwaxda’xw (GNN) First Nation and was usually in place
by July 1.
In a letter to gillnetter Darrel McEachern circulated to the fleet via
email, DFO salmon regional resource manager Jeff Grout wrote that
there were a number of issues of disagreement between the GNN
and the department, including fence operation, and DFO had not
been able to access the camp area for the Docee fence installation.
“The department is continuing to discuss ongoing issues with
the GNN, but these have not been resolved,” he wrote.
Fishermen had suggested earlier in the year that a small number
of vessels could be permitted a limited fishery in the inlet to assist
in collecting run size information, but that was rejected by DFO.
   
Enforcement action: DFO released the following on Aug. 16
out of Prince Rupert:
“On April 10, 2017, Van Tan Le, skipper of the commercial crabbing
vessel Vitamin Sea Vl, pleaded guilty to violating the Fisheries Act by
harvesting Dungeness crab, between June 21 and June 30, 2015, in a
closed area. Judge H.J. Seidemann III ordered Mr. Le to pay a total of
$15,000, with $14,000 of that to be used for fisheries preservation and
conservation projects in and around Haida Gwaii and Hecate Strait.
“The charges stem from Mr. Le setting more than 49 crab traps
inside the Soft-shell Management Area 10 – McIntyre Bay closure
area. A routine audit of the vessel’s logbook and electronic monitoring data revealed possible fishing violations and triggered a
DFO fishery officer investigation in the summer of 2015.”
Michel Drouin has covered British Columbia’s fishing industry since
1990. He lives in Vancouver, B.C.

SOUTHERN CLIMES
Crab booms and salmon busts in California

by DANIEL MINTZ

Bitts said the Federal Energy Regulatory
Tough Chinook season: This year’s strong Dungeness crab
rebound is offset by California’s severely restricted Chinook salmon Commission, the licensing authority, plans
season. The important month of July was closed coastwide due to low to hold its public scoping sessions in Ukiah,
about 160 miles south of Humboldt.
runs, and only the Monterey area was open during May and June.
“We think it’s absolutely essential that the
The preliminary total estimate for landings through June at
Monterey is a paltry 12,200 fish, weighing in at 143,000 pounds. lower river basin and ocean fisheries also be included in the scopBut with the low supply, value soared – ex-vessel prices neared $11 ing,” he told supervisors.
Eel River’s Chinook salmon are “the primary salmon stocks in
per pound in June.
After the July closure, fishing resumed Aug. 1 in the area from the endangered coast fall (run) complex,” said Bitts, making them
“the ultimate governor of our fishing opportunity in the ocean.”
Point Arena to Pidgeon Point, which includes San Francisco Bay.
The fishery benefit of recovering and delisting the Eel stocks is
The opening was heralded with a July 31 press conference at the
south end of San Francisco’s Pier 45. Federal and state legislators substantial. Bitts said it could translate into a commercial fishing
joined fishermen and representatives from the Pacific Coast Fed- allowance increase of up to 200,000 fish in some years.
A “bigger issue,” however, is the PVP’s ability to withstand
eration of Fishermen’s Associations and the San Francisco Crab
earthquakes,
he added, as there are “significant faults around those
Boat Owners Association in “highlighting the importance of fishing jobs, wildlife and habitat protection, and smart water policy to dams” and the infrastructure is over a century old.
“If those dams failed, it would be very bad news for all the
our coastal economy,” according to an announcement of the event.
downstream
communities on the Eel River and, frankly, we don’t
Those elements are becoming ever more crucial, as eviwant
to
see
Fortuna
relocated to our crab grounds,” said Bitts.
denced by a season whose fishing time is less than half of what’s
Humboldt County Supervisor Estelle Fennell chairs the Eel-Rusconsidered normal.
sian River Commission, which she said is “very focused on this.”
   
Dungeness wrapup: California’s Dungeness crab season ended She told Bitts she’d like to meet with fishermen about bringing
in mid-July and was one of the best in recent times. At press time, attention to the lower basin as the PVP proceeds with its relicensing.
   
landings data was available through June, and a near-final snapWashington
watch:
Fishermen
are on high alert over a water
shot of the season shows the state’s total crab haul at 22.2 million
bill
(H.R.
23)
pending
in
Congress.
pounds, valued at $71.1 million.
The bill’s critics see it as something of a Trojan horse, purporting
When landing receipts are more fully accounted for, the season
to
effect drought relief and “water reliability” while favoring Cenwill likely be double in poundage and value compared to last
tral
Valley irrigators over fishery interests.
year’s season, which was drastically delayed by domoic acid
The
bill seeks to block the state’s ability to direct emergency
toxicity and eventually declared a fishery disaster.
water releases for fisheries.
Democratic Congressman Jared Huffman has pushed for $140
H.R. 23 passed the House in July but faces unfavorable odds in the
million in California relief funding, but so far, Congress has
Senate. Still, fisheries supporters are concerned as President Trump
approved only $20 million for Washington state’s 2015 and 2016
campaigned on promises of more water for Central Valley farms.
salmon fishery disasters.
The window for relief funding approval closes on Oct. 1, when Daniel Mintz reports from Eureka, Calif.
the federal fiscal year starts.
   
Hydro hearings? Northern California’s Potter Valley Project (PVP) is ideally located for
hydroelectric power, as the Eel River flows nearly
500 feet above the valley floor. The PVP’s location
also makes it ideal for an additional purpose –
water diversion.
The PVP’s dams and tunnels divert water
from the Eel to the Russian River, allowing
Mendocino and Sonoma counties to use it for
irrigation and sewage treatment. Humboldt
County lies north of the diversion point, and
impacts to the Eel’s mainstem flows have long
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been a sticking point.
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At a mid-July meeting, Humboldt’s Board of
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Supervisors, the county’s governing entity, was
asked to lobby for local hearings by Eureka fisherman Dave Bitts, who is president of the Pacific
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Coast Federation of Fishermen’s Associations.
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Monthly
Photo Contest

1

Take a great commercial
fishing-related photo

2

Post it to the Pacific Fishing
Facebook page/event with the
description “2017 Photo Contest.”

3

Get published in the next issue
of Pacific Fishing - plus win a free
Pacific Fishing hat!

www.facebook.com/
PacificFishing
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PACIFIC FISHING classifieds

THE PERMIT MASTER
IFQs • VESSELS • PERMITS

EXCEPTIONAL FULL SERVICE BROKERAGE
— PERMITS —
—IFQ—

EXCEPTIONAL “FULL” SERVICE
BROKERAGE SAMPLES
ANY# “B/C” SE BCOD BLK/UNBLKD @ WANTED
2,200# “C” WY BCOD BLKD @ $25
ANY# “B/C” WY BCOD BLK/UNBLKD @ WANTED
ANY# “B/C” CG BCOD BLK/UNBLKD @ WANTED
3500# “C CG BCOD BLKD@ $22
8,000# “A” AI BCOD UNBLKD LSE @ 3O%
75,000# “B” AI BCOD UNBLKD @ $3.10
18,000# “B” BS BCOD UNBLKD @ $5
ANY# “B/C/D” 2C HALIBUT BLKD/UNBLKD @ WANTED
1500# “C” 2C HALIBUT AVAL CH/LSE @ $7
ANY# “B/C” 3A HALIBUT UN/BLKD @ WANTED
2000# “B” 3A HALIBUT UNBLKD FISHED @ $60
1100# “D” 3A HALIBUT BLKD@ $53
ANY# “B/C” 3B HALIBUT UNBLKD @ WANTED
2,900# “C” 4A HALIBUT BLKD @ $25
NEW LISTINGS DAILY. CALL FOR QUOTES
OR CHECK OUT OUR COMPLETE LIST
ON THE WEB — $/F = FISHED

P2312M – 1980 ROBERTS, TAMD70D VOLVO MAIN REBUILT IN 2010, TWIN DISC 506, 277 CESSNA FOR DECK
GEAR, CURRY ARTICULATING REEL WITH LEVELWIND. 7.5
TON IMS ISUZU DRIVEN RSW W/110 GEN. PACKS 8K IN
12 HATCHES W/CUSTOM BAGS FOR EASY LOAD/UNLOAD.
EXCELLENT SET UP WITH 100% “BEST FISH” DELIVERIES.
GREAT DEAL ON ECONOMICAL RSW BOAT. ONLY $108K.

HERRING
SITKA SEINE....................................WANTED
PWS SEINE........................................... $21K
COOK INLET SEINE................................ $11K
KODIAK SEINE....................................... $21K
SE GILLNET PKG................................... $12K
KODIAK GILLNET..................................... $5K
NORTON SOUND..................................... $2k
HOONAH POUND......................................N/A
CRAIG POUND....................................... $25K
PWS POUND............................................N/A
SALMON
S.E. DRIFT............................................. $90K
PWS DRIFT......................................... $170K
COOK INLET DRIFT...................................N/A
COOK INLET SET............................$50K/PKG
AREA M SEINE...................................... $60K
AREA M DRIFT.................................... $108K
AREA M SET............................................N/A
BBAY DRIFT........................................ $145K
BBAY SET............................................. $45K
SE SEINE............................................ $220K
PWS SEINE......................................... $160K
COOK INLET SEINE................................ $87K
KODIAK SEINE....................................... $31K
CHIGNIK SEINE.................................... $230K
AREA M SEINE...................................... $60K

POWER TROLL.................................WANTED
HAND TROLL...................................... $10.5K
PUGET SOUND DRIFT............................ $19K
PUGET SOUND SEINE............... $150K W/NET
SHELLFISH
SE DUNGY 300 POT.........................WANTED
SE DUNGY 225 POT.............................. $55K
SE DUNGY 150 POT W/POTS................. $44K
SE DUNGY 75 POT...........................WANTED
SE POT SHRIMP.................................... $22K
KODIAK TANNER <60’........................... $28K
PUGET SOUNG DUNGY........................ $180K
OR DUNGY 58’/500 POT...................WANTED
OR DUNGY 58’/300 POT...................... $144K
OR DUNGY 46’300 POT......................... $84K
WA DUNGY 58’/500 POT..................WANTED
DIVE
SE GEODUCK........................................ $70K
SE CUCUMBER...................................... $28K
MISC.
CHATHAM BLACKCOD........................... CALL
CAIFORNIA SQUID............................WANTED
CAL DUNGY 46’/350 POT.................... $215K
OR TROLL UNLIMITED/WGEAR.............. $25K
CAL LOBSTER..................................... $120K
WA TROLL................................................N/A

PARTIAL LIST/CALL IF YOU DON’T SEE IT!

LISTINGS WANTED!!!
IFQ: ALL AREAS
BOATS: ALL KINDS
PERMITS: ALL TYPES
JOIN OUR LIST OF
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS.
CALL TODAY.
BUYERS ARE WAITING.

www.permitmaster.com

P2311M – 1985 KG MARINE, GMC 6V92TA MAIN, TWIN
DISC 509, CONSTANT FLOW HYDRAULICS, 7.5 TON ISUZU
DRIVEN IMS SYSTEM NEW IN 2012. PACKS 13.5K FLOATED.
FIXED 200 FATHOM REEL W/AUTO LEVELWIND. ENCLOSED
LEXAN TOPHOUSE. FURUNO RADAR, RAYTHEON SOUNDER,
GARMIN PLOTTER. SQUARED AWAY FLUSH DECK, RSW
BOAT. ASKING $250K.

P2310M – QUIET COVE JET SEINE SKIFF, 6BT CUMMINS
NEW IN 2016, TWIN DISC GEAR NEW IN 2013, 18”
TRACTOR JET, NEW JET BEARING AND SHAFT IN 2015,
STEERING, MORSE CONTROLS AND EXHAUST NEW IN
2013. ASKING $50K W/TRAILER.

P2307M – 58’X23’ JENSEN COMBINATION, RIGGED FOR
TRAWL, POT AND SEINE, MTU 60 SERIES MAIN, 6068 JOHN
DEERE 90KW W/2-38 GPM HYD PUMPS, 20KW LUGGER,
30 TON RSW W/NEW TITANIUM CHILLER, 10 TON RSW W/
TITANIUM CHILLER. PACKS 135K SALMON. MAIN BOOM
W/10K GEARMATIC AND 10K PULLMASTER, VANGING/
TOPPING AND EXTRA PL4. PICKING BOOM W/TOPPING/
VANGING AND PL8. IN HULL TRANSDUCERS FOR MARPORT
TRAWL SYSTEM. LOADED WITH ELECTRONICS. AVAILABLE
10-17. ASKING $2.3M TURNKEY.

P2304M – 42’ X 12’6” WAHL FREEZER TROLLER, GARDNER MAIN, KUBOTA AUX. COMPLETE ELECTRONICS.
ASKING $120K.

P2301M – 32 X 12’ 6” FLUSH DECK RSW STERNPICKER,
3208 CAT MAIN, IMS 7.5TON DIESEL DRIVEN RSW, FLUSH
DECK, ARTICULATING REEL W/LEVELWIND, GARMIN
PLOTTER. PACKS 15K. LOTS OF RECENT UPGRADES, NEW
WIRING, HYDRAULIC LINES, FLUSH DECK, RSW. GREAT
RSW BOAT FOR ONLY $90K.

P2299M – 1989 43 X 14.5 SKOOKUM COMB PKG, SET UP
FOR CRAB, SEINE, TROLL. 6076 JOHN DEERE 300HP WITH
TWIN DISC. PTO OFF FRONT W/PITTS CLUTCH. 800 FUEL.
14K OF CRAB IN 2 TANKED HOLDS. VMS ELECTRONICS.
FURUNO RADAR, SOUNDER, AND GPS. COM-NAV PILOT.
GLOBE LAPTOP PLOTTER. CAL DUNGY 46/250 PERMIT
AND ALL THE GEAR. ASKING $375K.

© sohn wentworth, MarineTraffic.com

P2306M – 2000 165’ X 36’ OSV, LONGITUDINALLY
FRAMED MAKES IT EASIER TO CONVERT INTO FISHING
BOAT OR TENDER. 2 CUMMINGS KTA 38-MO MAINS, 2
99KW CUMMINGS GENERATORS, 105’ X 31’ AFT DECK,
50K GALS. FUEL, 40K GALS. WATER, 10750 CU FT. OF
HOLD SPACE IN 6 TANKS. VESSEL HAS BEEN WELL MAINTAINED, BUILT TO USCG SUB CHAPTER L STANDARDS AND
IS ABS CERTIFIED. OWNER LOOKING TO RETIRE. ASKING
$3M. OFFERS.

C A LL F OR A COMP LE TE LIST O F V E S S E L S F O R S AL E

I N C LU D IN G MA N Y B O A T/PERM IT PACKAGES

Toll Free: 888-588-1001
ONLINE @ www.permitmaster.com Email: vessels@permitmaster.com Fax: 253-564-3672

PACIFIC FISHING classifieds
Boats/Permits/IFQs

HOMER
MARINE
TRADES
ASSOCIATION

Choose
Homer for
Your Boat
Work

Homer

59 36'02oN
151 24'34o W

WWW.HOMERMARINETRADES.COM

Alaska Boats & Permits, Inc.
IFQs • PERMITS • VESSELS
FULL SERVICE MARINE BROKERAGE
(800) 992-4960 • (907) 235-4966

www.alaskaboat.com
alaskaboats@gmail.com

Your
trusted
source.

We support fisheries and agriculture with
reliable, consistent credit and financial
services, today and tomorrow.
· Vessels

Homer, Alaska

· Quotas

AVAILABLE TO HARVEST YOUR IFQS!
We deliver quality product!
F/V Sherrie Marie, 61’ Steel longliner, available for hired skipper and
walk-ons. 30+ years experience
in fishery. Excellent, fully equipped
boat, seasoned professional crew
with HIGH QUALITY standards.
All fish is delivered bled and iced.
Competitive rates and references.
Contact Norman @ 509-675-0304 or alaskanorm@centurylink.net

· Operating Lines of Credit
· Residential and Lot Loans
· Young and Beginning Fishermen

206.691.2000 | northwestfcs.com/fisheries

Here to Help You Grow
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PACIFIC FISHING classifieds
Boats/Permits/IFQs

The F/ V Morgan
is ready to fish
your IFQs!
The F/V Morgan is a 32' Delta, available
to fish all classes of quota in all areas.
It’s a like-new, fully-equipped, clean,
and comfortable boat. Professional
crew with 15+ years experience in
the fishery. Flexible schedule and
competitive rates. No #2s, best prices.
For more information, contact
Jonathan Pavlik • (907) 314-0714 Cell • (907) 784-3032 Home

6677 MIRAH ROAD, VICTORIA, BC V8M 1Z4

• EXTRUDED ALUMINUM CONTACT
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS
• RSW SYSTEMS
• BLAST SYSTEMS
• BRINE SYSTEMS
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• INSULATED FREEZER BOXES

REFRIGERATION SALES•SERVICE & INSTALLATIONS

FOR SALE

California purse seiner with market squid perPacific Fishing September ‘17

Dock Street Brokers

TE17-003 101’x24’x9’ steel tender,
built in 1977 by Burton. Twin 350 hp
Cummins QSM 11 mains. 80 kw and
50 kw Cummins gen sets. Packs
200,000# in fiberglassed fish holds.
Recently updated RSW system
w/ (2) 25 ton IMS chillers and 2
compressors. GPS, (3) VHFs, SSB,
Furuno radar, plotter, autopilot, and
more. (5) staterooms w/ 8 berths
and (2) heads w/ shower. Call for a
survey. Asking $475,000.

Selling your boat?
Low 5% Commission

Non-Exclusive Listing

You retain the right to sell
your own vessel.
CALL TODAY (800)683-0297

PL17-006 50’x15’ classic wood,
ex-Forest Service boat, built in 1932.
Beautifully maintained. Cummins
220 hp main, 4 kW Entech genset.
Sleeps 6 comfortably.
300 gpd
watermaker. (2) heads w/ separate
shower. Good electronics.
Ice
maker, freezer on deck. Very well
maintained. Asking $215,000 obo.

(206)789-5101
(800)683-0297

DR17-001
68’x20’ fiberglass
dragger, built in 1982 by Desco. Full
West Coast trawl package including
quota, vessel permit, OR shrimp
permit, and CA halibut trawl permit.
Cummins KT19M main. 20 kw Isuzu
gen set and GMC 6-71 with PTO for
hydraulics. Stern gantry with drum
and fwd net reel. Trawl winches,
new deck winch. Full trawl quota
package. Call for details. Asking
$1,300,000.

HALIBUT IFQ

TR17-025 42’x14.5’x7.5’ fg Polar
Marine
troller/pleasure
vessel,
blt 1988, refurbished 2006. 440
hp Lugger, rblt in 2012. MG-509
w/ trolling valve. Fuel capacity of
600 gallons in (2) new aluminum
tanks. Fish hold capacity of 20k lbs,
currently used for storage. Good
electronics. Asking $285,000.

2C-D-B: 1,400 lbs...........asking $60.00
3A-C-B: 1,150 lbs...........asking $54.00
3B-B-B: 4,000 lbs...........asking $43.00
4A-B-U: 12,750 lbs...........asking $32.00
4D-B-U: 12,500 lbs...........asking $20.00
4D-B-B: 5,000 lbs...........asking $18.00

SABLEFISH IFQ
AI-B-U: 85,000 lbs ........ asking $3.10
CG-C-B: 3,500 lbs ...........asking $24.00
WG-B-B: 7,000 lbs ........... asking $16.00

See all our listings at www.dockstreetbrokers.com.
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mit boat hold 80 ton of rsw squid. Two nets and
skiff included and has crew already if needed,
owner is retiring. 2,750,000 dollars. Call Don
(949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
DNG C-6000i Computerized Jigging Reel.
Purchased in 2013. Used once. Reel is in likenew condition and comes with a manual and
spectra line. A stainless stand is available.
Asking $4,000.00.
ENGINE FOR SALE
Scania 650hp—D-12-66M, tier-2, 2011.
I am up-powering, low 2800hrs, 110amp
alternator, perfectly maintained, no gear, in
Mt. Vernon. 45K obo, (70K new). Great engine!
chriswht50@gmail.com.
FOR SALE
Lobster permit with 270 traps ready to fish
130,000 dollars season starts in October.
Other permits for California available. Call Don
(949) 279-9369.

PACIFIC FISHING classifieds
Boats/Permits/IFQs

FOR SALE
California squid market brail - light boat permit
369,000 dollars get in on California new gold
rush. Call Don (949) 279-9369.
FOR SALE
Have two California light-market Brail Boat
licenses for sale. Call Don. (949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
California market squid purse seiner with 75 ton
squid permit available 2,9 million. Call Don for
more info (949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
Lightboat for sale with permit. Boat is also a
solid fiberglass, Coast Guard certified, charter
boat. Priced to sell quickly. $750,000. Call Don.
(949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
Have several California lobster permits for
sale. Some with traps. Priced to sell. Call Don
Brockman. (949) 279-9369.

FOR SALE
114-ton California market squid purse permit.
Priced to sell quickly. $2.3 million. Call Don
(949) 279-9369.

Magnuson-Stevens Act continued from Page 7
enhancement of the science used to inform fisheries management is imperative as we look to the future of U.S fisheries
and the seafood they provide the nation. NMFS has made a
substantial effort to monitor recreational fisheries and incorporate data from these fisheries into stock assessments. We
are applying new and improved methods for estimating total
catch by the millions of recreational saltwater anglers, but
more needs to be done.
As NMFS assesses the most effective and efficient ways to
support sustainable fisheries management and fishing communities, there may be a need to refocus limited monetary
and staff resources on core, mission critical activities such as
basic stock assessment and catch accounting.
We face formidable challenges managing recovering stocks
to benefit both commercial and recreational user groups with
fundamentally different goals and objectives. Together with our
partners, it is essential that we continue to explore innovative
management approaches appropriate to solve regional problems with regional management tools. We must remain dedicated to exploring ways to maximize economic opportunities
from wild-caught fisheries for commercial and recreational fishermen, processors, and communities.
Some improvements in our regulatory processes may be
possible, not only in the number of specific regulations we promulgate, but in the more general regulatory processes under
which we operate. The Magnuson-Stevens Act intersects with
a number of other important statutes including the National
Environmental Policy Act, the Endangered Species Act, and
the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and these various statutes
impose important responsibilities upon the agency. There may
be opportunities for more efficiency and consistency in how we
interact with those other statutes and, to that end, NMFS is currently inviting public comment on the efficacy and effectiveness
of the current regulatory process, including the application of
federal regulations under these statutes and to aquaculture.
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FOR SALE
Monk designed 46 x 14 fiberglass gillnet/combo
vessel. Completed 1980 in Port Townsend by
Chinook Marine. CAT 3208T, 7.5 ton RSW, 12’’
bow thruster, 10 KW hydraulic generator, 2
Cessna hydraulic pumps, 18,000 lbs capacity,
960 fuel, 300 water. Reinforced aluminum reel
on tracks, trolling pole tops, complete electronics, spacious quarters. Extensive refit in 200607. Large inventory of spares. Dry stored in
Petersburg. $220,000. (206) 605-8747.

We also need to expand U.S. seafood production and
exports. America’s seafood industry is world renowned and
our fisheries set a global gold standard for sustainability. However, the majority of the seafood we consume is imported.
Through maintenance or enhancement of wild-stock harvests
and expanded aquaculture production, we can position the
nation to make inroads on that seafood trade deficit. We need
to stay true to our essential conservation mission, while taking
advantage of opportunities to streamline regulatory processes
and maximize the national benefit of our fisheries resources.
Conclusion
We all share the common goal of healthy fisheries that can
be sustained for future generations. Without clear, sciencebased rules, fair enforcement, and a shared commitment to
sustainable management, short-term pressures can easily
undermine progress toward restoring the social, economic,
and environmental benefits of a healthy fishery. There are
opportunities to provide flexibility in applying annual catch
limits and in using sound science and innovative management
approaches to rebuild more fish stocks. Although challenges
remain in some fisheries, overall, the benefits for the resource,
the industries it supports, and the economy can be seen as fish
populations grow and catch limits increase.
To understand where we are, it is important to reflect
on where we’ve been. We have made great progress but
our achievements have not come easily, nor will they be
sustained without continued attention. This is a critical
time in the history of federal fisheries management, and we
must move forward in a strategic way to ensure our nation’s
fisheries are able to meet the needs of both current and future
generations. We also need to remember that practicality and
common sense are important as we engage strategically.
We look forward to working with Congress on fisheries
management issues in a holistic, comprehensive way that
builds on its success and considers the needs of the fish,
fishermen, ecosystems, and communities. 

CONNECTIVITY
WITHOUT
COMMITMENT
Outfit your fleet with AgilePlans™ by KVH. A new, all-inclusive
solution offering VSAT hardware, fast broadband, daily news,
training, and installation – all with no commitment and zero
maintenance costs. Everything you need, nothing you don’t.

KVH.com/AgileFishingFleet
©2017 KVH Industries, Inc. KVH and AgilePlans are trademarks of KVH Industries, Inc.

When you’re as serious about fishing as we are,
you don’t settle for second best.
Use Radar to locate birds
feeding on bait fish.

Pinpoint the position
of fish schools around
your boat using sonar.

Furuno sounders, sonars and even radars have
found more fish than any other manufacturer in
the world, and now we’re finding more than ever!
The high-powered FCV295 and FCV1150 employ
Furuno Free Synthesizer (FFS) technolog y which
permits a wide selection of operating frequencies
from 28 to 200kHz. The workhorse CH250 is designed for a wide range of commercial fishing vessels.
And NavNet 3D and NavNet TZtouch can now be outfitted with Furuno’s TruEcho CHIRP sounders. When
it comes to fishing above and below, look to Furuno
for electronics you can depend on.

Find fish and view the
sea bed contour with
an echo sounder.

NAVNET TZtouch
Multi-Function Display
with all-new DFF1-UHD
TruEcho CHIRP Fish Finder
RADAR

FISH FINDERS

www.FurunoUSA.com

SONAR

FCV295
FCV1150
1, 2 or 3kW, Dual-Frequency 1, 2 or 3kW, Dual-Frequency
FFS Fish Finder
FFS Fish Finder

NAVIGATION

COMMUNICATION

CH250
Searchlight Sonar

AUTOPILOTS

The world leader in commercial marine electronics!

